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Abstract

The talk consists of two parts. In the first part, a brief review of artificial intelligence, including
history, the state of the art and visions of this scientific discipline will be presented. The major
challenges of artificial intelligence will also be articulated. The special focus will be given to
“learning” from different sources including learning from data, learning from experience, and
learning from virtualization concept using simulators or virtual reality tools. Also classification
problems and knowledge acquisition and knowledge incrementally including crowdsourcing will
be addressed. In this part, artificial intelligence tools for emotional state classification will also be
discussed as an important part of application of artificial intelligence and psychology in humanoid
robotics.
The second part of the talk will be focused on synergy among artificial intelligence, Cloud
computing and robotics. The special focus will be given to intelligent robotic learning based on
teleoperation and gradual learning towards mission based autonomy. The original concept of
prof. Inaba (The University of Tokyo, 2000) considering remote brain of robots is nowadays fully
supported by Cloud computing technology and some partial results will be presented toward
Cloud based tele-operation with ability to learn. The essential goal is to present a challenge to
build a worldwide platform for humanoid robots to be connected and use abilities of “collective
learning” which is commonly used in the most advance real world application including
autonomous car (Tesla). Cloud based Human Robot Environment Interaction concept will be
presented. The talk beside results will also present personal opinions about the basic major
challenges in intelligent robotics for coming years including necessity of merging different
communities with aim to be more effective in the global goal to provide humanoid robots as
subordinated companions for people to improve humans’ quality of life on the planet.
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